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the people of Syria
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its claim to the country. This utilization

chants to the monitoring

of all performances

held in

the country. As Lisa Wedeen says in her work Ambiguities of Domination, "[this control
of culture] isolates Syrians from one another, and it clutters public space with
monotonous

slogans and empty gestures."

The elusive cultural definition
Tracing the experienced
of revolutionary
overstepping
conclude

censorship

artists punished

the boundaries

of freedom is a key aspect of the revolution.
since Assad's

rise along with including

for their oppositional

music, I analyze how fear of

drawn by the regime taints artists' views of freedom.

that this fear inflicted on the people for decades has repressed

expression

in revolutionary

comments

spoken by musicians
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on this topic; therefore,

interviews

with musicians.

important

that the scholarly

early stories

I

artistic

music. Hints of fear are found either in the music itself or the
with double meanings.
I evidence

limited

this claim through direct conversations

Fear is a defining
and ultimately

There is currently

in

aspect of Syrian culture. Thus, it is

global community

recognizes

this fear and its

impact on the music.
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Introduction

1

In the early 1970s when Hafez aI-Assad seized control of the Syrian government
through a military coup, fear became a defining feature of the culture. Assad's leadership
tactics were borrowed from the French as he dictated a harsh censorship of all vocal,
written, or artistic expressions.' To enforce this mass censorship, Assad created a secret
police, termed by natives as shabbiha or "government thugs." As a result of his harsh
leadership, friends became suspicious of one another and relatives avoided speaking iII
thoughts of the government in private settings. As one musician stated to me in an
interview, "1 remember people joking about fathers disowning their children because they
happened to say something negative about the government or president at the time.t"
Due to the mass censorship utilized by Hafez aI-Assad and later his son Bashar,
the people of Syria live in fear of articulating anything outside the lines drawn by the
regime. The repercussions for vocalizing critical views of the leadership were brutal and
often employed fatal methods oftorturc.' The commonality of persecutions for speech is
best described in a photograph that I was shown as a child by a relative. The picture was
an old, sepia toned image of a group of young boy scouts sitting on the steps of the
relative's childhood home. As the relative pointed to each character in the image, the
phrases "he disappeared in ... " or "he fled Syria in ... " accompanied each description."
While my relative openly described the brutality of the regime, very few
articulated such discontent. The fear of the people created a secretive society in which
few were brave enough to speak of their opinions to trusted sources. When I began

Miriam Cooke, Dissident Syria: Making Oppositional Arts Official (London: Duke University Press,
2007),8.
~ Unidentified informant, interview with author, summer 2013.
:3 "Syria: Visit Reveals Torture Chambers," Human Rights Walch, last modified May 17,2013,
http://www.hrw.org/news/20
13/05/ 16/syria-visit-revca!s-torture-chambers.
4 Unidentified
informant, conversation with author.
1
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interviewing revolutionary musicians in the summer of 2012, I preceded with caution,
knowing of the secrecy of the people. Having a father who was a native of Syria, I had
somewhat of an advantage when attempting to get an uncensored opinion of Syria. At the
same time, my Syrian heritage also proved to be a disadvantage when interviewing
revolutionary musicians as they articulated a fear that I was associated with the regime.
One participant stated, "The thought has crossed my mind that the regime is out there
trying to solicit [information about me]" while others flatly refused to speak of the
govemment.' It was clear by these statements and reactions that fear still defines the
average Syrian's disposition to discuss such topics, even in Western countries.
The outbreak of revolution in 2011 yielded a newfound courage in musicians to
address the oppressive governing tactics of the regime-conversations

that Syrians feared

to undertake. Yet this newfound courage was one that was preceded with caution. After
analyzing the vigilant reluctance many Syrian artists exhibited, I contend that the fear that
inhabits the Syrian identity has repressed artistic expression in revolutionary music. This
conclusion is evidenced through the statements of ambiguity either articulated in the
music or the words spoken with double meanings by artists.
Chapter One of this thesis outlines the history of Syrian oppression beginning
with the rise of Hafez al-Assad's power. In this chapter, I analyze how censorship has
been used as a tool to incite fear. Solidifying this fear are shabbiha in Syria, who torture
the people who challenge this censorship. In reference to music, I discuss the Damascus
Higher Institute of Music and explain how the institution stood as the symbol of artistic
repression in Syria.

5

Unidentified informant. interview with author, summer 2013.
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Chapter Two discusses the music of the revolution. First, I examine the
development of music in the protests and also briefly discuss the repercussions artists
faced for creating anti-regime music. I analyze the fear that revolutionary Syrian artists
still possess by presenting various case studies. By the close of this chapter, I illustrate
how fear, while in various forms, exists in each artist's music.

Area of interest
My primary research interest for this thesis is anti-regime music, otherwise known
as "rebel music." The term "rebel" carries an ambiguous definition when applied to the
revolution. When the revolution began, armed rebels consisted of average civilians
fighting for freedom in their country. The unstable political atmosphere in Syria,
however, intrigued Islamic fundamentalist organizations and they began entering the
battlefield claiming association with the rebel fighters." Soon, it became impossible for an
uninformed eye to distinguish between the original fighters and these radical groups.
The difficulty in distinguishing between the two groups is frequently articulated
by Syrians. One news article details the fear moderate rebels face in their prospect of
returning to Syria.7 In my interviews, numerous participants articulated their frustrations
with statements such as "the problem is that everyone is intervening now."x This issue of
rebel or fundamentalist extremist is one that has been a great challenge in the fight for
freedom in Syria.

(,Hillary Clinton, "Syria: A Wicked Problem." in Hard Choices (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2014),
470.
7 Diaa Hadid and Dcsscm Mrouc, "Syrian Militants Go After Opposition Activists," Yahoo! News, last
modified December 19. 2013 (I: 13PM). http://news.yahoo.com/syria-militants-opposition-activists181306585.hll11l.
x Unidentified informant. interview with author, summer 2013.
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For my project, I analyze the music that is created by moderate Syria rebels.
These rebel artists reside outside Syria's borders and write about the censorship they
faced while living inside Syria. The main distinguishing factor between these rebels and
the extremists claiming relation to the revolution is that the extremists did not live under
the Assad regime prior to the revolution. Therefore, the moderate rebels I was interested
in studying confirmed that they were rebels by relaying their grievances with the regime
either through music or through their statements.

Methods ofResearch and Issues ofSecurity
In the first chapter of this thesis, the history of Syria is detailed through a
synthesis of published accounts. In Chapter Two, such published sources are not as
accessible. The lack of published sources is due to the fact that the Syrian revolution was
only two years old when I began my study, and this lack has continued throughout my
research process because of the damages inherent in doing research in Syria. Thus, little
has been published by scholars on the revolution, given its ongoing nature. Most of the
claims in Chapter Two, then, are evidenced through the utilization of social media and
through personal interviews I conducted with various musicians.
Contact with the musicians created issues of security. The regime continues to
target those who speak ill of its governing methods; the Syrian government routinely taps
phone conversations and traces Internet conversations and e-mail via IP addresses. Given
these conditions, I could not guarantee to participants residing in Syria that the words
spoken to me in the interview would remain only with my research. Thus due to issues of

5
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security, I did not contact any musicians residing inside Syria for fear of putting them in
imminent danger.
This fear also extended to the participants who have found a home outside of
Syria's borders. For these participants their fear for family left inside of Syria is
considerable.

The government has been known to detain, interrogate, and torture family

members for the conduct of loved ones living outside of Syria. Therefore, I have taken
extreme measures to protect the identities of those I interviewed. Interviews were largely
conducted in person. For those who resided outside a reasonable travel distance, I
interviewed via landlines or a disposable mobile phone. This insured that if the phone
conversation was tapped it could not be easily traced to those individuals.
The names of each person discussed in this thesis have been changed as well as
insignificant details concerning their lives, i.e., locations, gender, and musical
instruments. These changes protect their identities while keeping the bulk of their stories
intact. Furthermore, I have abbreviated citations that might identify the individual's real
name. These abbreviations include omissions of specific links to published songs or
Internet postings, the original titles of works, and dates of interviews (given by semester
rather than specific days). The current situation in Syria is heightened due to the ongoing
revolution; thus, I have taken every measure possible to ensure the security of my
participants has not been breached due to my research.

Chapter I: Modern Syrian History

6

Syria, while young for a sovereign nation, has already achieved a history rich with
political scandal to the detriment of its people. The main characters found in the narrative
of this history are the Assad family. Their impact on the country not just politically but
also culturally has created the identity that Syrians have found themselves attempting to
rewrite in the current revolution.

The Rise of Hafez Assad
In 1947, Syria claimed its independence from French mandatory rule. For the next
fifteen years, leaders rose and fell as Syria's government failed to find stability. This
instability gave way to the formation of a political party promising the return of stability
to the nation: the Ba'ath party. Originating from military leaders promising change in
1959, the party soon rose to popularity as leaders such as Hafez Assad took hold of the
country."
The Ba'ath party's main objective was to create a unified Arab culture by
utilizing the shared religion of the region: Islam. This unified culture would yield a panArab nation formed with the incentive of destabilizing Israel.l" The main followers of
this new political party were Alawites, an ethnic minority in Syria that were historically
known for their oppressed status in society. The most well-known Alawite was Hafez
Assad, who used his power to avenge his ancestors' plight.
In March of 1963, the Ba 'ath party seized control of the Syrian government. The
party ousted the current president Nazim al-Qudsi and established martial law. By
February 1966, the party seized the remaining government positions that military leaders

<)

Cooke, 5-6.
Ibid.

10
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did not already hold and named Salah Jadid leader. The position of minister of defense
was given to Hafez Assad."!
In 1967, Jadid saw the beginning of his demise when he encountered Israel for the
first time. Israel captured Golan Heights, a territory claimed by Syria, thus sparking the
1967 war between Syria and Israel. Jadid lost the war, thus reaffirming the need for
martial law in Syria.l-' More importantly, the loss sparked the first major blow to the
people's confidence in Jadid's leadership capabilities.
Another major blow to the country's confidence in Jadids leadership capabilities
occurred in 1970. The king of Jordan began a campaign to oust the Palestine Liberation
Organization, or PLO. Given the Ba 'ath Party's core hatred of Israel, this ousting stood in
direct opposition of that stance. The country urged Jadid to react against Jordan's ousting.
When Jadid did little to respond, Assad took action by sending tanks into Jordan. In the
end, the headquarters of PLO relocated to Beruit and the Palestinians residing in Jordan
were embraced as they moved into Syria.
Jadid's passiveness in what would be known as "Black September" created an
image of weak leadership in the eyes of the people. Assad utilized Jadid's perceived
weakness of leadership to his advantage. By sending tanks into Jordan, Assad began his
first pursuits of repainting himself in the position of leader instead of the minister of
defense. By the end of 1970, Assad led the Corrective Movement that placed him in the
leadership position and Jadid in prison until his death in 1993.13

Ibid., 6-7.
This loss of land is still mourned by Syrians today. This extended mourning illustrates the severity to
which the Assad family placed on Jadid's poor leadership tactics. Ibid,
IJ Ibid.
II

12
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Assad's Politics of Legitimacy
Hafez Assad feared the fate that his numerous predecessors of Syria t~lcedincluding his immediate predecessor that he helped oust. Therefore, Assad built what
Lisa Wedeen refers to as a "cult" to maintain the legitimacy around his power.!" This cult
promoted two ideals: a promise of stability and a combative attitude towards Israel. The
first ideal was easily accomplished by reminding Syrians of their past instability and
assured Syrians that the only way to achieve political stability was to maintain a leader.
The second was promoted through the mentality that the Syrian government would
protect its people from all Israeli threats, namely the threat Israel posed for the
occupation of Golan Heights.
In October 1973, Assad made his first and only attempt to seize the land taken
from Syria by the Israeli govemment. The attack he led was a surprise to the Israeli
government and therefore was initially successful. However, the Israeli government
quickly squelched the attack. In an effort to diminish the defeat, Assad manipulated
media coverage to disregard his loss and focus on his initial win. By shifting the focus,
Assad reaffirmed his commitment to retrieving the stolen land and celebrated himself as a
great victor who had won a single battle against the almighty Israel.l>
Assad's manipulation of the media exhibits one of two main tactics he employed
to ensure his cult was not misled by thoughts outside those he promoted; this main tactic
was censorship. Modeled after the French ideals of censorship, Assad controlled every
written or spoken word of the Syrian people. As described by Miriam Cooke, "Songs,
scientific programs, lectures by foreign scholars, and even Friday sermons in the mosques

14 Lisa Wcdccn, Ambiguities ofDomination:
Politics. Rhetoric. and Symbols ill COII/Cl11jJorwySyria
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1999),7.

9
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had to be approved."16 If something performed publically did not seek the proper
approval or if something said privately was not in accordance with the cult, Assad
employed his second tactic: fear of government-advocated,

violent brutality.

In an interview, one person described this fear by stating, "[We] always [had] this
fear that someone could knock on your door in the middle of the night and that would be
the end of it."

17

Another went further to say, "I ask my neighbor why you don't speak

out, but I knew I didn't speak out either."lB The latter vocalized his admiration for those
men and women who spoke out but admitted that his fear of government retaliation
prevented him from being a part of such a league.
The fear these two interviewees and others felt stemmed from the government's
eagerness to carry out extreme measures to maintain its illusion of uncontested power.
Exploiting the martial law declared in 1963 when the Ba' ath party seized control of the
government, Assad insisted on its continuance under the pretext that the country was still
at war with Israel. By continuing martial law, Assad had just cause for any extreme
measure taken on his citizens vocalizing an oppositional opinion of the govemment. In
essence under this martial law, Assad had authority to "arrest preventively anyone
suspected of endangering public security and order, and to authorize investigation of
persons and places at all times, and to delegate any person to perform these tasks'"?
With the pairing of mass censorship and fear, the country fell under a watchful
eye as citizens trembled at the thought of accidentally stating something that would place
themselves or family members in danger. As one interviewee said, "I remember people

15
16
17
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Cooke, 7-8.
Ibid., 8-9.
Unidentified informant, interview with author, summer 2013.
Unidentified informant, interview with author, summer 2013.
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or president

by the government

town of Ham a, Syria, became enchanted
the overthrow

at the time."20 Events such as Hama furthered
and fear felt by the people. In 1982, the small

by the Muslim Brotherhood,

which advocated

of Assad. Fearful that this wave of sedition might be embraced

by the

of the country, Assad sent special forces, named shabbiha by Syrians, to

remainder
massacre

to say something

a majority

any civilians

of the city. While the government

in the massacre,

third party estimates

still currently

vary between

denies the death of

1,000-20,000

causalities.P

Maintaining Legitimacy Through Music
As stated by Mariam Cooke, "Just as culture needs the state for support and
distribution,
censorship
maintain

so does the state need culture to legitimize
that Assad employed

his image of authoritative

were patriotic

not only prohibited
superiority.

slanderous

Carefully

songs so that the country was constantly

image. His scope extended

and extend its power."22 The

from children inculcated

to adults unable to escape the sounds of patriotism.

speech but also strove to

woven into everyday

exposed to Assad's

culture

grandiose

with a propaganda-skewed

education

What began as an effort to brainwash

his people became an iconic image of culture in Syria.

Cooke, Human rights Watch/ Middle East.
Unidentified informant, interview with author, summer 2013.
21 Jason Rodrigues, "1982: Syria's President Hafcz al-Assad Crushes Rebellion in Hama,"
August 1,2011, online archive blog.
19

20

7'l,C

Guardian,
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The National Anthems
The foremost song that illustrated the image Assad strove to maintain was the
national anthem-a

song that not only promotes a nationalistic image of Syria but also a

sublime, bombastic image of Assad. As one verse states, "The flutter of hopes and the
beat of the heart/are on a flag that united the entire country."23 The phrase that points to
Assad's clever inclusion of himself is "united the entire country." While the anthem
credits the flag to uniting the country, Assad often found himself taking ownership of the
union. He was the first leader to seize and maintain power as well as the first leader to
properly protect the country against the threat of Israel.
Adding to the argument that this verse is one of many that Assad included himself
in is the image of the flag itself. To an outsider, the Syrian flag is three different colored
stripes with three stars adorning the center. In Syria, this flag is often the backdrop for a
headshot of Assad. The flag is found on every corner of Syria-the

flag that includes an

image of Assad. As one participant Samuel narrated, images of Assad placed on the flag
infiltrated every public space. Therefore, to a Syrian the national flag and Assad's face
could not be separated.
Extending beyond the national anthem were people composing songs explicitly in
Assad's honor. In explaining the public space infiltrated by the praising of Assad, Samuel
went further to narrate how even his private space was flooded with these praises. As a
child, Samuel recalled turning on the television to find singers asking God to protect
Assad. According to Samuel, the only method for a Syrian composer to escape the trap of
composing songs only in Assad's honor was to leave the country. "You have to be

22

Cooke, 29.
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hypocrites and abide with the system," he stated, "and these people aren't artists. The

more you lie the more advanced you get into with positions. The most brilliant liar is the
dictator." He ended his diatribe by stating, "We need not judge [these hypocritical
artists]. 'Oh, the Syrian people aren't honest or the Syrian artists are fake.' We can't
judge because they were forced into that." 24The Syrian musicians were not given the
option of free compositions unless those compositions also included the agenda of
infiltrating the culture with reaffirmed confidence in Assad's leadership. Thus, popular
songs and nationalistic anthems became virtually synonymous.

The Chants (~lSchool Children
In addition to Assad infiltrating public and private space with popular songs to
praise his superior leadership, he targeted small children in order to ensure generations of
praise. Children in Syria's school curricula were instructed to regard chants as more
important than their education. This inculcation is best illustrated by the interruption of
classes for school children to sing chants in the centers of towns. Describing the skewed
educational values in a university setting, Lisa Weeden stated, "[Baath]

party members

have been known to order the university gates closed to keep students from leaving
campus; then they marshal students onto buses and transport them to festivals honoring
the president. "25 Chant, as she describes, "isolates Syrians from one another; and it
clutters public space with monotonous slogans and empty gestures."26 This cluttering in
Syria serves to prevent Syrians from learning the value of free thought and replace it with

Muhaned Elhindi, "Humat ad-Diyar," Wikipcdia, The Free Encyclopedia,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humat_ad-Diyar
(accessed November 20, 2(14).
"4 Samuel, interview with author, fall 2013.
25 Wcdccn, 6.
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brainwashed ideals of the almighty governing tactics of the regime. As one interviewee
described it, "[In] all curriculum in Syria, you were told to memorize but you weren't
allowed to comprehend or even question. "27
When I asked subjects to recall their childhoods in Syria spent chanting
government propaganda, I got a multitude of responses. Some people like Lucas denied
the relation between the chants they sang in school and the regime's agenda. As Lucas
detailed to me, "1 don't remember much about politics [in the chants]. I remember the
country had beautiful people and beautiful rivers ... and I don't remember any negative
things about the country."28 Hidden in Lucas's response was an underlying fear of "any
negative things about the country." Painting the country in a negative light would
consequently paint the leader in a negative light as well.
Others such as Connor openly vocalized the correlation between his childhood
chants and the Ba'ath party agenda. Connor grew up in a small Syrian town where the
Ba'ath party presence was ubiquitous. The treatment children received in school was not
based on intellectual capabilities but rather the possession of a Ba 'ath party card. On the
loud speakers each morning, Connor remembered hearing patriotic songs, which were
more of a nuisance to him than enjoyment. He agreed with Lucas that the songs were
often about the beautiful countryside of Syria, but embedded in this description was the
Ba'ath party agenda; anyone with knowledge would know the meanings behind the
songs.
Connor's frustration extended beyond the songs blasted over the loud speakers in
the morning. Since Connor grew up in a poor town, his school could not afford a music

26
27

Ibid., 2.
Unidentified informant, interview with author, fall 2013.
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teacher. Therefore, to fill the time that would be dedicated to music making, Ba'ath party
members came to the school to lecture on the importance of joining the Ba 'ath party. As
an aspiring musician, the greatest frustration he experienced was the missed opportunity
for him to gain knowledge of music in his school's curricula.??
A third participant, Benjamin, echoed the words stated by Connor. Benjamin,
unlike Connor, grew up in a more affluent area of Syria. Therefore, the time dedicated to
music in his school schedule was actually filled by music making. However, Benjamin
recalled the frustration of his music teachers since their lesson plans were subject to
approval by the regime. Instead of teaching songs of their choosing, the teachers were
forced to sing national glorification songs, all pertaining to the superiority of Assad's
leadership capabilities. As a result of this censored teaching, few students appreciated or
respected the teachers. Thus, Benjamin's first exposure to musicians who loved creating
music was music teachers frustrated by their own position.
Unlike Connor and Lucas, Benjamin described the interesting dynamic between
the school chants he was forced to sing and the anti-regime articulations of his family
members inside their home. As a result of this clash, Benjamin admitted to feeling almost
schizophrenic as a child. He stated, "If I please my teachers [by adhering to the Ba 'ath
party beliefs] I would be abandoning my family and vise-versa." He said he would try to
compensate for the conflicting ideals around him by abandoning his class at thc
instruction of his parents when school was dismissed early for children to sing chants in
the town square. However, his abandonment of class would only lead to disappointment
from his teachers, thus perpetuating the cycle of his conflicting actions.
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This schizophrenia was heightened when he won a national music competition.
Instead of receiving a trophy, Benjamin was given a card saying he was now a member of
the Ba'ath party. He summed up the presenter's words: "here's your number for the
Ba'ath party so now you're a member of the party, and here's the day to perform for the
dictator." Benjamin's parents were disgusted by the fact that he would be given such a
prize for his achievement and as a child Benjamin could sense their disappointment. He
wanted to advance his career as a musician, though. The only way he could continue his
advancement in Syria was to continue entering competitions where the prizes were
reassured allegiances to the Ba' ath party. 30

The Damascus Higher institute of Music
In 1990, Syria opened its first conservatory: the Damascus Higher Institute of
Music. Many of my participants who were engineers at the nearby Damascus engineering
school described waiting at the doors of the conservatory in hopes of beginning careers as
musicians. The institute brought in many Russian experts and aspired to be a legitimate
institute of music. Unfortunately, the Ba'ath party agenda prohibited the promise that the
institution held. Instead, the Ba'ath party ensured the conservatory's demise through
methods such as not receiving proper accreditation before opening its doors.
In his book Among the Jasmine Trees, Jonathan Shannon describes a slogan
ubiquitous in Syria: the West is best. Embraced by many Syrians, this slogan found its
way into the agenda of the Ba'ath party's new conservatory. The Minister of Culture in
Syria opened the doors of the conservatory with an objective of creating the Syrian
National Symphony. Oblivious to the objective, many students arrived to the
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conservatory bearing Middle Eastern instruments such as the Dud and nay. Upon arrival,
the Middle Eastern instruments were torn from the students' hands and replaced with
Western instruments such as the violin, oboe, and trumpet. Many participants expressed
their confusion at instruments that struck no familiarity with their Middle Eastern palates.
The students were thrown into an intensive environment aimed at overcoming the
hypocrisy of the regime attempting to create a Western orchestra out of Arab musicians.
As one participant stated, "How can you form a national orchestra that can't read music?
It's impossible!"!'
When questioned on the forced switch of instruments, many participants openly
discussed their feelings. One participant said, "I didn't choose my instrument, my
instrument chose me," while another disagreed with the latter half of that statement by
saying, "1 did not choose it, and it did not choose me."32 Both participants expressed their
frustration at not being able to choose the instrument they most desired to learn-often
the Middle Eastern instrument they auditioned on at the conservatory. When they rejected
the instruments they were given, the conservatory replaced them with other Western
instruments. In the words of a third participant, "When I rejected the oboe the next
semester, I was forced into the trumpet. Oh my God [I thought to myself], it's getting
worsel"33 Just as with most aspects of Syrian society, free will was not a component of
education at the conservatory.
In addition to being given instruments that most had no prior knowledge of,
instruction at the institution was haphazard. The students did not have a set schedule of
classes or books for the first few years after it opened. Instead, the students were
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instructed to perform and practice without the proper educational skills given to students
at conservatories. It was evident that the Minster of Culture was focused on flaunting the
skills of his premier ensembles rather than giving the musicians the proper education
needed to succeed outside the conservatory. Since the educational aspect of the
conservatory was ignored, instead focusing on the prestige the ensembles could give
Syria, the institution was not recognized as an accredited university so the degrees
students earned were useless.P+ This lack of accreditation prohibited musicians from
leaving Syria and thus ensured the regime a multitude of musicians who were supposedly
appreciative of the government for recognizing their well-earned degree that were not
recognized elsewhere.
The most emotionally-charged

story I collected when questioning participants

about their time at the conservatory was from Jackson. Jackson was raised as the son of a
farmer. His parents struggled financially but never let their struggle prohibit their son
from achieving his dreams. Their financial struggle stemmed from their refusal to align
themselves with the Ba'ath party. Therefore, they did not want the oppressive aspects of
the regime to force their son into a life that was ridden with Ba'ath party ideals ofa
perfect subject.
As a child, Jackson was given a multitude of instruments that he broke within
weeks due to lack of proper instruction. After many broken instruments, Jackson found
the oud. Quickly, he fell in love with the instrument and carried it everywhere he went.
As he detailed, he even took the oud with him while he herded sheep. In his opinion, the
instrument proved to be much more effective in herding than the traditionalnoy.
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Jackson auditioned at the conservatory various times before he was finally
admitted. With each rejection, Jackson struggled to continue the pursuit of his dream. He
had earned an electrician degree at another school in Damascus prior to his auditions. A
career as an electrician could enable him to provide for his family easier than a career as
a musician. Each rejection, then, seemed to serve as a sign for him to pursue a passionless
career that guaranteed him financial stability.
When Jackson was finally admitted to the conservatory, he was elated at the
prospect of learning proper instruction on the oud. Instead, Jackson, like many others,
was disappointed when he was given a Western instrument to replace his Middle Eastern
one. When he grew interested in composition, a skill that seemed to align itself with the
Western hegemonic aims of the conservatory, the instructors advised him to forgo his
new ambitions and continue perfecting his craft on his Western instrument. Hungry for a
musical education, Jackson continued at the conservatory even when he could not afford
proper housing in the city. To him, the nights he spent sleeping on park benches was
worth the misery if it could guarantee him a life as a musician."
Jackson's story presents many interesting perspectives to the regime'S insistence
on the formation ofa Western orchestra. The most compelling component is his
description of sleeping on park benches. The regime was quick to provide Western
instruments to all of its students as well as scholars outsourced from Russia-instruments
and instruction that would collectively cost a great amount of money. It appears this
money could have been better allocated to fund students such as Jackson who would risk
his health and safety to learn music. However, the regime's narrow vision ofa Western
orchestra prevented it from acknowledging the damage they were causing to the young
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students. In other words, the regime was not concerned with the welfare of its citizens; it
was more concerned with accomplishing its goals even to the detriment of its subjects.

Conclusive Thoughts on the Conservatory
The Damascus Higher Institute of Music presents an interesting case given its
emphasis on Western music. Westem music, in the conservatory's definition, included
only Germanic, French, and Russian music written before the turn of the twentieth
century. As detailed by the stories above, students were given Western instruments but
were not allowed to expand their skills to include any contemporary techniques on those
instruments. With such a limited scope of instruction, one cannot help but question the
intentions of the regime.
Through his reign, Hafez Assad attempted to make Syrian society appear to be
dictated by free will. Thus, the creation of a national symphony would stand as a symbol
of this freedom. The West symbolized freedom; therefore a Western ensemble would
mimic the sounds of freedom. However, the symphony was not free in the Western sense.
Aside from the forced performances of musicians unfamiliar with their instruments, the
approved music performed generally fell in the period roughly before the French
Revolution. Music rarely fell outside this scope unless it was the nationalistic music of
Germany that had anti-Semitic undertones (e.g., Wagner) promoting the anti-Israel
stigma of the Ba'ath party." The dated repertoire illustrates the fear instilled in Assad's
reign: the fear that the modern ideas of freedom may seep into the culture, thus causing a

Jackson, interview with author, summer 2013.
36 Confirmed in various interviews with participants.
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revolt. Therefore, the symphony orchestra was a small taste of freedom but the limited
selection of music symbolized Assad's desire to control that freedom.
In the creation of the symphony, the regime capitalized on the limited options for

Syrians seeking a career in music. As stated above, the conservatory was not an
accredited institution; therefore, graduates only had the option of continuing their careers
in Syria. One participant described this exploitation by stating, "Let's abuse all the
Syrians and do whatever it takes so we have entertainment to praise [the dictator] .... The
goal wasn't to produce real artists, it was to organize events to show off."37 The
repercussions of the regime forming the ensemble in such a manner limited the artistic
scope of Syrians. As the same participant stated, "At the end of the day, they don't
produce much compared to the ability of the country."38 So not only did the harsh
censorship of the regime affect the moral of the musicians, it also created a missed
opportunity to further showcase the creative capacities of the culture.

Censorship Beyond the Conservatory
The Syrians who aspired to be great musicians knew to seek instruction outside
the country's borders. These musicians often went through the curriculum presented at
the Damascus Higher Institute of Music and upon graduation realized the poor quality of
their education. As they left the country for a more serious atmosphere, they began to see
the holes in their instruction. These holes included learning the flawed techniques taught
by the Russian "experts." Embouchures and bow holds were subject to harsh critique by
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accredited universities.I? These flawed techniques, though, were negligible when
compared to the plight of well-educated musicians returning to the country.
The first narrative I collected with regards to Syrian musicians struggling to find
performance opportunities in Syria was from an opera singer. When the Damascus Opera
House opened in 2004 as a part of the Damascus Higher Institute of Music, Sophia
returned to Syria in hopes of joining the cast of singers performing at the opera house's
opening."? Sophia left Syria upon graduation at the Damascus Higher Institute of Music
and received proper training in opera at an accredited university in Europe. When Sophia
inquired about singing at the opera house, her qualifications were ignored. Rather, in her
words, the organizers for the opening "wanted people in their own circle [i.e., members
of the Ba'ath party]." Therefore Sophia, a graduate of the Higher Institute of Music, had
to seek facilities off campus in order to perform in her home country."
While Sophia credited a large portion of her exclusion from the opening of the
opera house to her rejection of Ba 'ath party ideals, I found that her education elsewhere
also contributed to her exclusion. As a student at the conservatory, she had access to all
facilities and performance opportunities. By seeking further education elsewhere,
however, she was protesting against the regime's ambition to start a symphony. Her
talent could be fostered in a more conducive environment that would not force her on a
Western instrument and in turn the European country she received her degree from could
claim her talent as its own given. The European country she sought further education at
fostered her talent rather than placing restrictions on it in the manner Syria had-thus
legitimizing the European country's claim to her talent. Returning to Damascus, the
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conservatory could reject her just as she had rejected the conservatory years prior.
Unbeknownst to Sophia, her rejection of Ba 'ath party ideals had been solidified simply
by her enrollment at a university outside Syria's borders.
Zoe, whose account bore a striking similarity to Sophia's, solidified my
conclusions on Sophia's story. Just as Sophia, Zoe sought to further her education at
another European institution upon gradation at the conservatory. When Zoe completed
her degree, she returned to Syria with the ambition of conducting the orchestra in
Damascus. She approached the subject with a program of strictly Beethoven-a

program

nearly identical to programs of the past. Unfortunately, her outside education paired with
her lack of Ba' ath party ties prohibited her from receiving approval to give such a
program.
Zoe was persistent in rejoining the conservatory's circle. Years after receiving her
rejected program proposal, Zoe asked to join the faculty at the conservatory teaching
composition-an

area the conservatory had yet to add to its curriculum. Her inquiry was

initially met with a rejection (most likely due to her rejection of Ba'ath party ideals) but
she persisted in obtaining a faculty position. When she received approval to join the
faculty, Zoe was met with another obstacle: getting her Ph.D. recognized by the
conservatory.
I surmise the lack of recognition was caused by a combination of her rejection of
Ba'ath party ideals and her degree awarded by a European university. Her frustration
grew deeper as a colleague, who possessed strong ties to the Baath party, quickly had his
degree recognized even though his degree was from a less prestigious Italian
conservatory. Had Zoe earned her Ph.D. within Syria's borders, her degree would have to
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be recognized. Since she earned her degree at an outside university and because she had
no ties to the Ba'ath party, however, Zoe was forced to accept that her degree would not
be recognized.42
The accounts of Sophia and Zoe illustrate the struggles of receiving a degree
outside Syria's borders when musicians did not hold strong ties to the Ba'ath party. The
regime utilized the foreign-eamed degrees to delay recognition of those degrees
indefinitely. In Sophia's case, she was forced to seek work outside of Syria given the
conservatory's

and in turn government's stubbornness in recognizing her degree. Zoe's

story, on the other hand, illustrates what persistence can accomplish. Zoe demanded work
in Syria and found herself on the faculty of the conservatory. After years as a faculty
member, Zoe had her advanced degree finally recognized by the government.
Unfortunately, this recognition was received a few months into the current revolutionafter Zoe fled the country for her safety. Therefore, one can infer her recognition was an
attempt for Bashar Assad to keep musicians in the country by maintaining the illusion
that the country was at peace despite the ongoing protests. Discussions of Assad
maintaining this illusion will be discussed further in Chapter Two.

Bashar al-Assad
In 2000, Hafez al-Assad died and his reign was passed to his son Bashar. Led by
key advisors to his father, Bashar's rule maintained the harsh tactics employed by his
father. When the revolution broke out in 2011, Bashar tried to hide his mass killings, just
as father hid the killings in Hama in 1982. Unfortunately, the new technological
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advancements of social media prohibited him from maintaining this illusion to the
international community. The media inside Syria spoke of terrorists, i.e., the peaceful,
unarmed protesters early in the revolution, destroying the peace maintained by the Assad
family. These misconstrued images, however, were quickly falsified as citizens of Syria
found ways to share the true images of the revolution on social media.f Frustrated at the
misconstrued images in Syrian media and the lack of attention in global media, Syrian
musicians took to song in order to inform those around them of the true nature of the
revolution.

Samar Yazbek, A Woman in the Crossfire: Diaries ofthe Syrian Revolution (London: Haus Publishing
Ltd, 2012). 22.
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In early March of 20 11, a small group of adolescent
the walls of Daraa that they had heard from the revolutions

boys sprayed slogans onto
in nearby countries

such as

Libya and Egypt. The boys were quickly taken by the shabbiha and tortured for their
actions. The town of Daraa responded
solidarity

to the disappearance

of the boys by rising in

for the return of the boys to their parents. When Assad squelched

the peaceful

protests through violence similar to that of the 1980 Hama supprcssion.l" the entire
country rose against the tactics used in Daraa and moreover
people since the reign of the Assad family."
of Syria were finally breaking

As one interviewee

this metaphor,

described

free from the cage in which the government

placed them. Before, the country had been domesticated
government,

the tactics used against the

but with the revolution

it, the people
forcefully

by the dictates of the

the cage door was torn down. Most importantly

in

it was the children who made the first blows to the cage that successfully

46
broke down t 11e d oor.

The Music Inside
The music of the revolution

first germinated

streets. These chants were characterized
instrumental

accompaniment.

in the form of chants heard in the

by melodically

conveyed

words without

The words were either sung to culturally

known melodies

Sec page 10 for the full discussion of Hama.
The difference between the massacre of Hama and the potentially similar massacre of Daraa was the new
advances in technology. Social media enabled the residents of Daraa to notify the country of the actions
taken by the regime against them. This notification included written posts and pictures as further evidence
of their claims. For Hama, the only communication they had with the rest of the country was the reliance on
the government-run media-whose
coverage of stories is still biased. The perpetuation of postings on
social media continued past the events of Daraa in an effort to inform the global community of the horrors
committed by the regime. Yazbek.
4(, Unidentified
informant, interview with author. summer 2013.
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or melodies improvised by the singer." On some occasions, the chants heard were not
newly composed words but rather cultural or religious songs that were performed from

memory. On this topic, one interviewee said, "The singer makes a lot of mistakes .... This
is the revolution; he sings what he knows and he doesn't really know anything. It's
spontaneousl'?"

Mistakes in the lyrics or melody seemed to further evoke the new sense

of freedom felt throughout the country.
One such occurrence was the integration of the song "Jannah" or Heaven into the
repertoire of Syrian street performers. The song was largely derived from a religious song
of the same content and melody. With the revolution the song was given a different
approach as singers sang the words from memory. Soon, mistakes began to appear in the
renditions of the song such as lyrics, melodic structure, and style (i.e., the evolution of the
song from a religious style which is sophisticated in nature to a folksy style which is
more accessible vocally to the average person). These unique characteristics, which could
be seen by some as mistakes, became commonplace in the renditions of Syrian protesters.
The prevalence extended past the borders of Syria and into refugee camps of newly fled
l

Syrians, thus illustrating the extended influence this newly interpreted song held: ,!
Some chants included instrumental accompaniment, which helped blend the style
of chant into a more song-like f01111.If these chants were accompanied by instruments to
create a fuller musical sound, the instruments were often native Arabic drums such as the

One interviewee who regularly listened to the chants via YouTubc and has regular contact with
musicians inside Syria described the chants by saying, "I was so happy ... I expected one day in the streets
there would be songs [similar to folk songs heard in soccer games] and that's what happened." Unidentified
informant, interview with author, summer 2013.
4X Unidentified
informant, interview with author, summer 2013.
49 This carrying is best illustrated in the documentary
Tiny SOIl/S. This documentary captures the hardship
Syrian children face when living inside the refugee camps. At the close of the video, the children are asked
to sing a song. The song that the children instinctively begin singing is "Jannah" in its newly composed
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frame drum. In other words, pitched instruments such as oud were rarely used in the
chant setting. so I surmise the rarity of pitched instruments in the street chant genre is
credited to two factors: the difficulty of incorporating the instruments both physically and
musically. Drums serve as an extension of the human body's percussive capabilities such
as clapping, snapping, stomping, etc. Furthermore, drums help lead those participating in
the chant through these percussive means. On the other end of the spectrum, pitched
instruments can be awkward to transport due to fragility and are not conducive to an
environment where a singer is not necessarily following a tonal scale pattern. As the
interviewee discussed, the singers were prone to mistakes that extend beyond lyrical
mistakes to include pitch and unintentional, unpredictable tonal center changes.
The musicians of the revolution quickly incorporated technology as a means of
spreading this music. Inclusion of technology inside Syria mainly dealt with control of
radio frequencies. Days after the revolution began, rebels seized different airwaves so
that their message could be heard throughout the country on radio. The use of radio
guaranteed the rebels a safer means of conveying their message given the difficulty in
tracing airwaves compared to tracing IP addresses from Internet postings. In addition to a
higher sense of security, radio frequencies assured an audience when the regime used
power outages as a tactic against the fighting. The most important factor of these radio

form. Dina Naser, 'Tiny Souls," Vimeo video, 9:00, December 15,2012,
https:llvimeo.com/55690746.?fr
story=a425c9aca92f51 bd 1912a621 fd93b5e266507191.
50 This claim is evidenced in pictures published by Reuters. In a few of the protest action shots, frame
drums are shown. There are pictures with the subjects playing instruments such as oud and guitar but these
shots are obviously posed, which is illustrated through the joking manner portrayed by the musicians. The
assumption that pitched instruments were not commonly used is further evidenced by various early
YouTube videos that do not have pitched instrumental accompaniment. Hamid Khatib, Off-duty Rebels,
2013, Reuters, <http://www.reuters.com/news/picture/off-duty-rebels?artic
leld=US RTR3 ECLU>, accessed
20 November 2014.
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stations is that it provided one of the first outlets for Syrians to play organized melodies
that were either recorded or performed live on air. 51

From these radio airwaves, musicians began to move into the Y ouTube sphere as
more artists became comfortable with risking their location for the recognition of their
work. Their melodies became global as members of the dissident and refugee
communities listened to these chants and recorded songs. From these melodies, Syrians
outside the country's borders were inspired to create their own compositions. Given the
limited access to Syrians inside the country and inside refugee camps as well as the
danger involved with contacting such informants, the remainder of this paper will focus
on those Syrian dissidents in exile who have been inspired by the events and songs
created inside Syria.

The Production of Music Outside Syria
Technological advances in recent years have played a major role in the production
of music from the dissident Syrian community in exile. One informant described his
experience recording revolutionary music by tracing the long journey the songs traveled.
The journey began with the composer of the work composing the music in the safe haven
of Beirut. From Beirut, the composer mailed the music to musicians throughout Europe
and requested the musicians record the music individually with a click track. The
recordings were sent to the United States where the music bounced back between Beirut
52

and the United States until the composer was satisfied with the mix.

Beau Bothwell, "Civil War, Radio and Fairuz (Again): Musical Shifts in the Syrian Radioscapc during
the Crisis," Lecture, Society of Ethnomusicology Conference, Indianapolis, November 15, 2013.
52 Unidentified informant, interview with author. summer 2013.
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The most interesting component of this global creation of music is that it allowed
Syrian instrumentalists and vocalists residing in the country to participate in the creation
of music. Since highly advanced recording studios are not as readily available in Syria as
they are in European countries, the musicians inside Syria recorded their contribution
with basic technology such as mobile devices and laptops. In the mixing of the music,
one can easily discern which parts were recorded in Syria from the varying qualities of
the music. Most composers who utilized technology to include Syrian musicians,
however, assert that the addition creates a larger sense of the Syrian revolution's
message: unity.
The utilization of modem technology quickly extended past the sphere of
recording technology and into the sphere of global communication. When songs were
finished in the recording studio, artists began distributing their work to the global
community through social media means such as YouTube, SoundCloud, and MySpace.
The influx of Syrian music led one interviewee to describe it by saying, "Before [the
revolution], we didn't know that we had so many talented people. Now with YouTube
these talents are being exposed.Y' The accessibility and ease of social media as well as
the availability of basic recording technology enabled many unknown voices to expose
their art to the global community.
The incorporation of modern technology in the music of the Syrian revolution did
not only facilitate recorded musical conversations from different corners of the world but
also yielded opportunities for musicians to incorporate images and sound bites of the
revolution into the music. These images and sound bites were captured by the Syrian
people inside the country and published to various Internet websites in the hopes of
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documenting the events of the revolution. The result of blending the music with different
elements of the revolution created a greater emotional response from the listeners and
viewers.
The examples of artists combining their music with images of the revolution
flooded and continue to flood YouTube. One of the most personally evocative videos is
the song "Tears for Syria." Commissioned by a Syrian ex-patriot, the song incorporates
images of the Syrian revolution and sound bites into the music. Alone, the song has
powerful lyrics such as "the children began this/and now they're defenseless/they need us
to set them free" and "if the teardrops fill your eyes/one more child dies." The
accompaniment of images as well as the integration into the actual melody of a chi ld
singing for freedom as a bomb drops closely by her adds to the power of the message
conveyed in the lyrics. Moreover, the addition provides greater authenticity for the music,
which is greatly influenced by Western popular genres rather than Middle Eastern. This
most obvious influence of Western popular genres is that the lyrics were sung in English
rather than Arabic.
Incorporation of the images and audio captured by the Syrian people may occur
together or separately. Some composers chose to add only audio into the production and
conveyance of their music. Purely aural inclusion not only ensures the music conveys the
message of the revolution through sound alone but also allowed artists to publish the
material on a larger variety of web sites such as SoundCloud and MySpace. Furthermore,
the incorporation of only sound allowed for easier distribution of the music-often

in

digital or CD format. An example of such music can be found in an album in which the
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artist composed instrumental accompaniment to chants sung in the streets that were
inspired by folk melodies.
Embedding sound bites from the revolution into the melodies of the compositions
or using images in the music videos to capture the intended mood of the song carry a
distinct message. The intention behind triggering a great emotional response from the
audience is in accordance with the intention of Syrians inside the country posting those
graphic images onto the Internet to build global awareness of the atrocities committed by
the regime.
The musical genre of "Tears for Syria" can largely be categorized as Western pop.
I surmise the intention behind commissioning an artist whose experience is with this
Western music rather than Middle Eastern is to create a soundscape that is familiar to the
Western ear. With that assumption, the intended audience would be Westem listeners
unfamiliar with the events surrounding the revolution. The composer of the chant album
has a similar goal with the Syrian people. I surmise his intended audience is Syrian
dissidents who struggle not to stereotype the music of folk artists as lowly and Western
concert music as high class. His combination of folk melody with strictly Western
instrumentation/accompaniment

symbolizes his effort to convey the hardships that affect

all classes of Syrians. Moreover, the union of folk and Western concert music symbolizes
the classless unity of the Syrian people.

Consequencesfor

Freedom

The uncensored production of music created a new sense of freedom and
temporarily abolished the sense of fear surrounding the vocalization of disdain for the
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government until Bashar al-Assad reinstated that said fear. This reinstatement was
accomplished by taking harsh action against those who were well recognized throughout
the country for their outspoken opinions.
The first artist who fell to victim to Assad's revengeful hand was Ibrahim
Qashoush. Qashoush rose to fame after his video of the improvised chant "Get out
Bashar" went viral on YouTube.54 The video was of poor quality as a result ofa lowquality recording device capturing his performance as night fell over the city of Hama. In
fact, the video depicts only a blurry outline of Qashoush because of the poor quality and
the film technician's distance from the stage. The only identifying element that gives
credit to Qashoush is the name attached to the video.
The popularity of the video as well as the arousal Qashoush created in the town
caused concern for the regime, which at that time was still actively denying that any
protests had occurred in Syria. In retaliation against such a blatant outcry against the
government, the shabbiha captured Qashoush, ripped out his vocal cords, and left him to
bleed to death in the same streets where he had chanted a few nights prior. This death
reportedly took place on July 3, 20 II-nearly

four months after the start of the

revolution. The murder of Qashoush yielded a brighter spotlight for him as artists began
paying tribute to the fallen heroic artist by directly quoting his chant in their music. More
importantly, the murder of Qashoush signified the first incident that legitimized fear
returning to musical compositions. Assad no longer had to dictate censorship. Rather,

54 "Syrian Revolutionary Dabkc," YouTube video, 3:52, posted by "frccdomforcvcryonczu."
https:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=xCS8SsFOBAI.

July 2, 20 II,
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artists began censoring themselves to prevent the eyes of the regime from falling upon
them.55
While the message was clear that artists within the grasp of the regime's brutality
should not compose outwardly critical music, artists outside Syria's borders did not see
the risk involved with composing music until the regime found an expatriate subject to
torment. Shortly after Qashoush's death, Ryan, a dissident residing in the United States,
composed an anti-regime song that roughly translates into English as "I am my
homeland." Shortly after its composition, a resident of Ryan's Syrian hometown sang the
song at a street protest held in the hometown. Within days of this performance, the
resident was found dead in a local river with his vocal cords carved from his throat."
A few months after this death, Ryan performed his composition at a highly
publicized anti-regime rally held in the United States. The performance went viral as the
Syrian-American community praised Ryan for the beauty of his composition." As a
resident of the United States, the regime could not physically harm Ryan. The regime
could, however, haml someone within Syria that bore relation to Ryan.
The repercussions of his actions fell onto his sister and brother-in-law. The two
were tortured in their home in Syria for Ryan's actions. The couple narrowly escaped
death and sought safety in European countries. Unfortunately, they still faced the danger
of the regime's brutality as they fell victim to a handful of near hit-and-run incidents.
Their only true escape was found crossing an ocean and remaining in hiding." Their

Basscm Mroue, "Ibrahim Qashoush, Syrian Protest Songwriter, Gruesomely Killed," Huffington Post,
Last modified September 26, 20 II (5:12 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.eom/2011/07/27/ibrahimqashoush-syria-protcsts
11 91 1284.htl11l.
5(, Ryan, interview with -;utllOr, fa112013.
57 Ibid.
5X Ibid.
55
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story of near death conveyed a message from the regime that artists, ifnot within the

geographical range of the regime's brutality, would risk the lives of those closest to them
by composing oppositionary music. Thus, the concept of composing revolutionary music
in the dissident community became an act of selfishness that put the lives of loved ones
residing in Syria in danger.
The actions taken by the regime against rebel musicians extends past these two
stories, but in these two examples one can see the lengths the regime embraces to ensure
fear in the people. Some who wished to continue their outward vocalization of the
government's

abuse of the people sought refuge in obscure locations and ensured that

their families sought safety as well. Others omitted their names from works, thus creating
a genre of anonymous dissent. Most, however, continued to create music but hid behind
their actions by denying the relation between their work and the revolution. The
remainder of this paper will focus on the different aspects of fear seeping into the music
by categorizing the different conveyances of fear in the music and evidencing these
claims though individual cases.

Fear Dictating the Music
Fear is a common component in the anti-regime music of the revolution. I have
broken this fear into four categories: ambiguous words spoken with double meanings,
denials of involvement with the revolution, fear dictating performances, and silence. The
following case studies demonstrate the fear within these categories.

(
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Ambiguous Words Spoken with Double Meanings
Many musicians composing anti-regime melodies seemed to relish in their
newfound uncensored voices. Unfortunately, these musicians slowly cowered behind
their lyrics and denied their composition's relation to the revolution. Yet, the words in
which these musicians spoke seemed to carry an underlying hidden message of artists
who yearned to vocalize disdain but could not overcome the fear ofharming loved ones
to fully articulate their opposition.

Liam:59
With an exception of afew years, Limn spent his life inside Syria's walls until the
break of the revolution. When the conservatory opened, Limn was one of the many
musicians who entered with the intention oj mastering a Middle Eastern instrument. The
forced switch to a Western instrument led Limn to develop a new passion: composition.
Upon graduating, Lim11sought further education in composition at a European
institution. He currently composes theatrical works in the safe haven of a Western nation.
In my first e-mail correspondence 'WithLiam, he adamantly protested the idea that
he was an active participant in the revolution's music. His protest, however, was
overshadowed by the words that followed. After denying his involvement with the
revolution, Liam proceeded to tell his story of the moments he first learned of the
peaceful protests against the regime. He told of his excitement for the people and his
worry for their safety knowing "very well how much the regime is brutal and savage."
His thesis stood as his musical contribution to the revolution where he explored the
philosophical impact of the regime's brutality.
The contradiction between his denial of involvement with the revolution and his
admittance of his involvement with the revolution was the first indictor of the larger

59

Liam, interview with author. fall 2013.
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impact the regime's brutality had on his development. This impact was the contradictory
nature of his words that stemmed from the combination of his indoctrination to not speak
ill of the regime and his newfound freedom to articulate his differences.
In our interview, Limn's word twisting continued as I questioned him about his
experience at the Damascus Institute of Music. He began his description by narrating the
disappointment that he felt upon entering the institution. This disappointment was a
combination of the forced instrumental switch and his poor classroom instruction. As he
somberly stated, "I couldn't say no because there is not another option for me, there is
just one Higher Institute of Music in Syria." He wanted to be a musician but the Higher
Institute of Music seemed to prevent him from accomplishing his image of musicianship.
As soon as Liam realized the weight his uttered words carried, he began to retrace
his steps so as not to paint the regime in a negative light. His sudden turn in opinion
began with the statement, "I wanted to be a musician [of Arabic native music], but I don't
know." He appreciated his experience playing a foreign Western instrument in the
national orchestra. The experience aided him in his understanding of relationships among
instruments, the concept of orchestration, and the different stylistic qualities of
conductors. His list seemed to serve less as a list articulated for the benefit of my research
efforts and more as reasoning to convince himself that what he was saying held truth. He
ended his list by stating, "At this point [in my college career], I felt it was my national
duty [to attend the conservatory and play in the symphony]." Gone was his staunch
opposition against the instructional methods employed at the conservatory. In its place,
Liam had placed a retraction of his earlier negative statements; his new statements
painted the regime's manipulation of the musicians ina positive light.
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I contend Liam's refusal to state that the govemment had handed him a disservice
by forcing him into the symphony on a foreign instrument is a direct result of the fear he
still possessed. This fear stemmed from the years of indoctrination Limn had received
while residing in Syria as a child. As he narrated about his time at the conservatory,
contradictions seemed to be a central feature of his storytelling ability. Yet within these
contradictions, one could easily find a hidden meaning if examined carefully. This
decoded message could be found in phrases like "national duty." To a non-Syrian, these
words carried a patriotic connotation. As a child of a Syrian dissident, I knew that these
words in Syria carried not a patriotic connotation but rather a hint to the oppressive
nature of the regime. Liam was not proud of his "service" to Syria; he was complaining
about the forced alteration in his quest to learn about music in an academic setting.
My assumption that his words carried hidden meanings was not just based on his
contradictions. Rather, his further narrations of his student years solidified my
assumptions. One such narration was his side story relaying his mother's reaction when
he returned to the conservatory. In this story, Limn returned home with his Western
instrument in hand rather than his native Arabic instrument. When his mother caught
glimpse of the foreign instrument, she was shocked. Limn removed the instrument from
its case and began playing in an attempt to convince his mother that the switch was for
the better. By the end of his demonstration, his mother commented, "When [your Arabic
instrument] is in your hands it is really nice; it is really close to our hearts." This
comment was the only comment his mother could utter after the shock of her son's forced
switch.
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With this narration of his mother's reaction, Limn was projecting his true desires
onto her. His mother, he could claim if further questioned, was blinded by a mother's
desire to see her children pursue their passions. This mother's desire cannot be swayed by
any regime's dictations. Her comment was harmless and not ill intended. Therefore, his
mother's flawless defense to express dissent against the regime's commands served as an
outlet for Liam to express his true feelings on the matter. No contradictions are needed
when projection onto a mother's love can suffice.
Looking beyond his experience at the Higher Institute of Music, Limn's thesis
,written at a European institution, stood as a continuation of his contradictions.

His

concepts behind the thesis symbolized the true nature of his feelings towards the regime.
His thesis began with phrases such as "power of. .. state and its military repression" and
"[in reference to playing his Western instrument] I had to obey." It was clear in his thesis
that Liam wanted to fully articulate his years of repression under the Syrian government.
Yet, he was cautious in his statements by incorporating a philosophy of power and
chance. Thus, he creates this shield within his utterances of discords against the regime.
He had "by chance" been affected by the power of the regime. Thus this "by chance"
event provided him with the power to create a piece with such strong biographical ties.
The piece that the thesis describes is inspired by a poetic speech given by
Mahmoud Darwish called "A Door is A Door.,,6o In this speech, Darwish describes the
figurative door to his prison cell from which he wants to escape. Limn incorporates this
speech into his composition by having his performer utter the words of the speech in

()()Darwish is a poetic who lived during the first years of the Palestinian occupation. Ilis poems describe the
oppression felt by the Palestinians forced to live under the harsh rule of the Israelis. His works are widely
known across the Middle East and are quoted by many Syrian artists.
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This performer is instructed to dress in a costume that Limn

designed himself. The costume is a military officer's uniform that is adorned with many
percussive elements, mimicking medallions awarded, down the jacket and pants. These
percussive elements are what give the musical quality to the piece.
The skeleton of the piece would lead many to assume that the piece is intended to
be political. It finds its inspiration in an imprisoned poet speaking of his unattainable
freedom while inside the walls of his prison cell. Furthermore, it is performed in a
costume which associates itself with a high-ranking military officer. Liam, however, did
not express the same assumptions.
Limn first began to describe his piece by describing how he used Darwish's
speech to mimic the speeches of dictators. He used Gadhafi as his example, not Assad.

62

When I clarified his statement by asking ifhis piece contained a political message, Liam
denied such associations. His piece possessed political influence, but the political
influence was one of many components. From this statement, Limn tried to hide the
previous steps he had taken towards a direct objection against the govemment. He listed
other influences such as biographical and social but lost himself again by accidently
reiterating the political tie. When Liam uttered the word political, he caught his mistake
and began another string of half-formed thoughts. He described how when he wrote the
piece he was "very into the Syrian revolution." He felt a mixture of guilt and fear. He
asked himself whether he should return to Syria to fight or stay inside the safe haven of
his European country and watch the revolution from afar.

I surmise these languages arc a symbolic gesture that illustrates that oppression can be found in all
cultures. Liam never articulated these feelings.
61
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Limn quickly caught himself in this thought process and began to realize he was
once again revealing his dissent towards the regime. Thus, he switched intentions by
stating, "[the composition is] about the political dictator, but more about social, about
how men treat their women ... yeah." With that statement, Liam was finished with the
discussion of his piece and asked to move onto the next question.
In his description of the piece, I had the impression that Limn was fighting an
internal battle between censored and uncensored thoughts. The result was a stream of
conscious articulation that changed intention with each sentence. He battled whether to
articulate his true feelings about the revolution or to continue to express thoughts that
were in accordance with the Syrian government's dictations. I surmise his clashing
statements were a result of his fear of security. He confided in me many statements that a
typical Syrian would not utter to a stranger whom he or she had first spoken to an hour
prior. His attempt to undo those statements were a reflection of his cautiousness
developed over a lifetime of witnessing the consequences of confiding in the wrong
people. No amount of proof could convince Limn that I was not using the alias of a
student researcher to retrieve information for the Syrian government. Therefore his
caution was within the realm of reason.

Ethan:63
Ethan is an artist who spent a small duration ofhis childhood in Syria. Upon
leaving Syria as a pre-teen due to the death ofhis Syrian guardians, Ethan received the
remainder ofhis education in the United States, including a bachelor's degree in
business. He currently resides in the United States and works as a businessman. As a
Moammar Gadhafi was the leader of Libya who was overthrown
Ben Brumfield,
Hamdi Alkhshali, and Marie-Louise
Gumuchaian,
Libya from Niger," CNN, March 6, 2014, online.
0.1 Ethan, interview
with author, summer 2013.
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at the beginning of the Arab Springs.
"Moarnmar Gadhafi's Son Extradited

to
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hobby, he composes religious music and performs these compositions as well as other
religious songs 'with his band.
Ethan differed from Limn in that he only spent a brief portion of his childhood in
Syria. Therefore his articulations of fear were not as obvious as Limn's articulations. This
variance can be credited to a multitude of factors, the most notable being that Ethan came
of age in a society where each word would not be misconstrued as a vocalization against
the government. Moreover, throughout most of his life, his words spoken privately were
not under the scrutiny of the government since he was outside the scope of the shabbiha 's
grasp. Therefore, only his direct actions spoke of dissent.
Ethan first began his journey as a singer of political songs by exploring the
repertoire of Palestinian music. Yet Ethan did not regard his delve into Palestinian music
as a political statement. Rather, he felt the music was "mostly pro-people, pro-freedom,
and knowing where you're going. I never thought politics. I don't do politics." Uttered
by a Syrian who resided in Syria most of his life, I would find this statement to be
suspicious. Coming from a man who spent the latter part of his childhood in the United
States, his words seemed to carry a sincerity. Free from the perils of a harsh dictator's
hand, Ethan did not need to seek refuge in the political nature of Palestinian protest
music. Ethan needed to seek refugee in the depiction of the country's previous beauty as
a means of connecting with his Middle Eastern heritage.

64

I did, however, possess a

slightly suspicious attitude when Ethan denied awareness of the songs' highly political
nature. No displaced Arab could be that naive about the songs' undertones.
Nevertheless, the sincerity behind Ethan's words was strengthened when he
claimed ownership of the songs he performed with his ensemble relating to the Arab
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Springs. He openly described one of their songs as being about "bullying on a smaller
scale and a larger scale where the government is bullying the people." In another song,
Ethan admitted that the band was cautious with their words. "We were afraid our
relatives might get the short end of the stick," he relayed to me when I questioned their
cautious nature. The music video created for the song contained several clips from the
events of the Arab Springs, including a split-second recording of a mob of people inside
Syria knocking down a statue of Assad. I asked him ifhe feared repercussions for such
inclusions and he calmly stated, "If somebody is going to get hurt, then they were meant
to get hurt." His devout religious devotion to Islam reassured him that his actions would
not receive unnecessary consequences unless it was according to the master plan of God.
Upon describing his projects relating to the Arab Springs with his band, Ethan
began to narrate his inspiration for a solo song dedicated to Syria. This song differed
from his other Arab Springs related songs in that it bore relation only to Syria. His story
of inspiration, and his main incentive, for composing the song came from his relative's
revolutionary tale. This relative was taken from a store inside Syria along with all of its
other inhabitants and tortured unjustly despite the absence of anyone's association with
the revolution's cause. In other words, his relative fell victim to Assad's random killing
of innocents in an attempt to haIt the protests throughout the country. Ethan accredited
God's almighty power to the survival of his relative in the torture chamber to which he
was taken. In the same breath, Ethan recognized that many others did not survive as they
contracted terminal skin diseases inside the torture cells. Ethan concluded by stating,

"Previous" meaning the beauty many Arabs perceive Palestine possessed before it came under
occupation.
M
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"[ my relative] is not much of a complainer so I know what he described isn't half of what
happened ... what's the point of complaining to people? Only God can change things."
As I listened to Ethan's description of his song, I became excited by the direct
nature of his statements. He began the description of his song by stating, "There is a
saying in Arabic, 'A hardship shall not be forgotten. '" Referencing both the personal
hardship and the overarching hardship the Syrian people have faced at the hands of
Assad, this saying served as the theme for the song. As Ethan detailed, the song was
broken into three verses: one in which he spoke to Assad, one in which he spoke to the
people then God, and one in which he spoke to the mothers of the martyrs.
Within each verse, Ethan takes a strong tone against Assad. For example, in the
first verse Ethan paraphrases Ibrahim Qashoush.T When he detailed his paraphrasing,
Ethan vocalized his struggle to remain true to his religion and not violate the peaceful
nature of Islam. This struggle came to shape itself in his desire to tell Assad to go to Hell.
Ethan settled this struggle by singing, "One day the day will come when you will
hear/taste fire," and using Assad's last name rather than his first to depict his disrespect in
not gracing the dictator with his full name. The most interesting component on this
compromise was that it embodied Ethan's first use of ambiguous language to convey his
inner fear. No longer was he being direct with his references but rather alluded to Hell
with the words "fire" and Bashar Assad with only his last name (a reference that could
lead some to assume the father Hafez rather than son Bashar).
Ethan's ambiguous language continued as he began articulating his desire to
include Palestine in his song dedicated to Syria. Utterances such as "God please protect
the land-specifically

Syria but I'm also asking [with my lyrics] in general" and actual

i
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lyrics which translate to "0 Palestine we're coming now/Peace will come to
you/ fnshallah66 one day we will come to you and be with you Palestine" conveyed his
references to Palestine. His inclusion of Palestine appeared to serve as a distraction from
the blasphemous nature of his song. I quickly began to assume that this inclusion of
Palestine did not have any relation to his earlier interest in Palestinian songs but rather
served to have some slight accordance with the Assad agenda. As discussed in Chapter
One, the Assad family legitimized their power through a common hatred of Israel.
Ethan's argument for the inclusion of the Palestinian people was "this whole thing in the
Middle East revolves around Palestine and I agree." No matter what side of the
revolutionary debate the Syrian people fell on, the Israeli/Palestinian debate was always a
topic in which there was little contention. Was this perhaps a ploy to skew the nature of
his song and turn to a topic that is not as heavily debated in the Middle East?
When Ethan mentioned Palestine, the country began to seep into the conversation
more frequently. Most notable was the conclusion of our discussion of the Syrian song.
Ethan confidently said, "It [the song] does not represent the whole album, but it
represents my feelings about what's going on in Syria." Then, Ethan paused before
quickly adding, "and Palestine ... and the Arab world." His pause portrayed this splitsecond when Ethan forgot his Palestinian cover. Then, in an attempt to cover his slip,
Ethan added "the Arab world" as if to further solidify his point. Yet, nowhere in his
discussion of his piece did he mention the Arab world as a whole. He had once again
expanded the geographical scope that his song targeted, thus distorting his original
intention to address Syria and only Syria.

(,5
M

Please sec discussion of Qashoush beginning on page 32.
A widely used Arabic phrase that translates to "God willing"
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Whether or not Ethan's inclusion of Palestine had subconscious intentions to
skew his original motives, the song was released a year after our interview. Before its
release, Ethan sent his listserv updates on his project. The piece, according to his e-rnails,
was to be released on his first solo religious album. Amidst the description of his
religious songs, I found his Syrian dedication. Following the title, Ethan inserted a
description that read, "This song is in Arabic addressing all the pharaohs of our time
and about the hardship, inner struggle, and war going on in Syria and across the Middle
East." This statement was much more carefully worded than the statements from his
interview. Once again, Ethan was trying to paint a larger picture of the entire Middle East
instead of directly stating its correlation to only Syria. Was his ambiguity an illustration
of his fear of the regime and the possible repercussions of his actions?
I downloaded the finished version upon its availability in September 2014 and
discovered that Ethan had created a greater sense of ambiguity in his lyrics. No longer did
Ethan directly mention Assad's name. Rather, he referred to him as "pharaoh"-a

term

that oozed religious allusions to the story of Moses and the Pharaoh of Egypt. Moreover,
Ethan referred to Syria in yet another Qur' anic reference of the term Shaarn.?" While it is
obvious by the content of his lyrics that he is referring to Syria and Assad, one cannot
help but question why Ethan chose not to make direct references to Syria-especially
given his strong story of inspiration from his wrongly tortured relative.
It was clear after downloading the song that Ethan was hiding his fear underneath

two cloaks. The first cloak was religion. The first hint of this cloak came in his interview
with his words that only God could decide the repercussion of his actions. Then, the
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cloak was fully revealed when he placed the song on his largely religious album. Where
better to hide a controversial piece articulating the hardships of Syria than a religious
album? He continues this religious motifby referencing Syria in only Qur'anic terms.
Perhaps these strongly religious ties are his pleading for God to protect him from Assad.
On the other hand, perhaps these strongly religious ties are rather his attempt at
distracting the listener from his true intentions.
The second cloak Ethan hides his music under is ambiguity. This ambiguity is his
indecision to state that the song directly refers to Syria. Rather, he adds "Arab world" as a
way of interpreting the song so that it does not have an overt correlation to Syria. Not
referring directly to Assad or the region of Syria adds to this free interpretation one may
have. Thus, this ambiguity allows Ethan the ability to deny the relation to Syria if need
be.
On the second day of the song's release (which also had an accompanying music
video), Ethan placed on his Facebook page a link to YouTube as well as the commentary
"to my brothers and sisters in Egypt, I give you this song." Below the video link, Ethan
explains his original commentary by stating, "This song is not political, it is a
humanitarian song for all the oppressed people in the world." Once again, Ethan changed
the intention of his song to include the people of Egypt rather than Syria. Unfortunately,
as one fan pointed out, the people of Egypt were content and no protests were being held
inside the country. I surmise his attempt to turn the song's intent to Egypt reflects his
ambiguous term "pharaoh," which brings images of ancient Egypt rather than
revolutionary Syria.

Shaam is the term used in the Qur'an that refers to the region that Syria currently occupies. Kurd, "Glad
Tidings for Shaam," American Syrians, Last modified June I, 2011,
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More interestingly, within a day not only did the region of interest change but also
the information linked to the video. Within hours of the video's release, Ethan removed
the names of many instrumentalists involved in the song's recording. By mid-October of
2014, one month after the song's release, the YouTube video was removed from the site
with the explanation that the video violated YouTube's Terms of Service. I have no
knowledge as to how the video violated the terms of service. I, however, find it
interesting that since its removal there has been no commentary from Ethan on his
Facebook page, despite the fact that his cover photo still advertises his new song and its
YouTube link.
At the end of the video and throughout his interview, Ethan kept repeating one
phrase: "You are what you listen to." Ethan states this phrase in reference to listening to
music that conveys sinful ideas such as sex, drugs, and violence. With this phrase as a
key component of his musical philosophy, one is led to question how this philosophy fits
into his own music. Ambiguity is a key component of his song, which parallels the
ambiguity many Syrians convey when fearful of the regime's brutal hand. Ethan's fear,
as he stated in his interview with me, lies not in his own safety but his family's. His fear
resulting in ambiguity is valid given the callous precedent the Syrian regime has created
for itself. Yet, I cannot help but wonder why Ethan has chosen such a philosophy as an
integral component of his music. He described that he intends to target Syrians with his
music. Therefore, his ambiguous music paired with his philosophy makes little sense
unless he wishes to continue the facade that Syrians have operated under for decades out
of necessity.

http://amcricansyrians.com/syria/post/G

lad- Tidings- for-S haam.aspx.
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'with the Revolution

The artists I included in this category were similar to those in the "words spoken
with double meanings" category in that they too attempted to deny any relation with the
revolution. Their denials proved to be more successful given that they did not have a
body of work that conflicted with the disinterest their words conveyed. These artists were
instrumental composers. Thus, only the names of the pieces could indicate any abstract
interpretations of the revolution. The artists possessed the upper hand in their denial
because without lyrics abstract works can claim inspiration from any extraneous event.

Aiden:68
A iden is a musician who spent the larger portion of his life living in Syria. He was
admitted to the Higher Institute ofMusic in Damascus but unlike his peers he auditioned
on a Western instrument. Therefore, he was notforced to switch instruments upon
arrival. After completing his education at the Higher institute, Aiden sought a master's
degree in pe':formance.f;~ol11al1 institution in the United States. He remained in the
United States after graduation but traveled to Syriafrequentlyfor performances.
From my interviews, it appears disillusionment is a common characteristic found
in many Syrians. In pertinence to the revolution, this disillusionment is embodied by their
lack of recognition of the revolution. Many Syrians refuse to fully comprehend the
destruction of their land. Rather, they pretend that the changes in their daily lives are
commonplace rather than a product of the revolution. For Syrians inside Syria, this
delusion finds many claiming that lying on the floor to not feel the severity of the shakes
caused by bombs falling is cornmonplace.l" For Syrian ex-patriots, this fallacy finds
many holding onto the old Syria rather than acknowledging the new one.

6X
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Aidcn, interview with author, summer 2013.
Unidentified informant, interview with author, summer 2013.
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As a resident of the United States, Aiden displayed the latter form of delusion. We
began the interview by discussing his time residing inside of Syria. Throughout this
discussion, Aiden kept referring to Syria as if it were a plane ride away rather than a
country distraught with mass chaos. This tone was most noticeable when Aiden was
describing his experience soloing with the Syrian National Symphony Orchestra. As a
soloist, Aiden felt more connected and at ease with the Syrian orchestra than he did with
foreign European and American orchestras. Yet, within this discussion, Aiden never
acknowledged that the chance to return to Syria as a soloist was halted by the revolution.
Instead, he filled this discussion with phrases such as "when I go back" as opposed to "if
I can go back."
Throughout my discussions with various interviewees, many acknowledged that
the country was attempting to maintain normalcy by continuing to proceed with their
agenda, e.g., music students at the conservatory were still attending classes. In the same
breath, these various interviewees acknowledged the struggle people inside Syria faced
trying to continue their daily routine despite the fighting. This acknowledgement was
absent from Aiden's words. Rather, he still struggled to acknowledge that he no longer
could enter Syria without fearing for his safety.
From our discussion about his time spent in Syria, we transitioned into a
conversation about retaining his Syrian culture as a U.S. citizen. He articulated the
disappointment he felt in the image of the Arab as portrayed through the media. "I feel I
can contribute [musically] by creating a different image of the Arab ... from say the
image made by Fox News," he relayed to me. With this statement, Aiden portrayed his
musical efforts as possessing a political agenda. Aiden never stated how he would change
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the image of the Arab musically because in that moment I felt clarification was not
needed. We had just discussed how his music contained Middle Eastern melodies that
were fused with jazz and Western concert idioms. Thus, I came to the conclusion that this
blend illustrated the coexistence of the two cultures.
While Aiden was still on the subject of using music as a tool of debunking
stereotypes, 1 transitioned into his musical contribution to the revolution. Suddenly,
Aideri's attitude changed from empowered to cautious. His instrumental music could not
contribute to the revolution in the same manner that it functioned in Western culture. As
he stated, "What music is is a platform to dedicate melodies to the heroes and remember
them." This platform could only be accomplished through music with lyrics. Instrumental
music was too abstract to convey such ideals.
I suddenly became confused by Aiden's sudden switch. I asked for clarification.
Did the revolution affect him at all musically? He denied any relation between his music
and the revolution by reiterating his point that it is difficult to portray such concepts in
abstract music. Later in the interview, however, Aiden made his first contradiction by
stating how he was affected musically.
Minutes after his denial, Aiden admitted that he did not write a melody for a year
after the beginning of the revolution. As he relayed to me, "Music is experiencing
emotions that [we] don't feel in real life .... When the revolution started I started feeling
feelings that I had never experienced before in my life and there was no room to compose
music." After a year of struggling to articulate his feelings musically, Aiden composed a
small melody, which revived his creativity. The most interesting component of this
narration was the stark contrast it bore to his claim that he had no musical relation to the

/
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revolution. He related to the revolution through the loss of compositional spirits and
inspiration. This loss encompassed the scope of impact the revolution had on the artist.
When I originally posed the question, I asked if the revolution had any impact on
him musically. I defined this impact not in the form of compositional products but rather
any inspiration at all. Why, then, had Aiden not acknowledged the loss of musical
inspiration when the question was first asked? Rather, I felt as if Aiden had momentarily
forgotten his earlier answer. Thus, in this moment of vulnerability, Aiden accidently
revealed the truth as dictated by his inner thoughts rather than his conscious indoctrinated
ideas that were in accordance with the regime's agenda. This moment quickly passed as
Aiden moved onto a different topic as if to avert my attention from the fact that he had
unleashed a moment of truth.
As the interview progressed, I began to sense that the brief moment of
vulnerability was the only truthful element I would receive from him. This instinct
proved itself when we began to discuss his album dedicated to Syria. The album, released
a year after the first protests, was a recording of a performance that was dedicated to
Syria. Accompanying the physical album was a booklet that contained pictures of Syria
rather than explanations of the songs performed. Between the title that referenced his
"Homeland" and the pictures, the ties to Syria were blatant. Still, Aiden adamantly
opposed such associations.
The conversation began with Aiden describing the album not as a dedication to
Syria but rather "a special night." With his wording, I came to assume that the
performance was not originally intended to be a dedication to Syria. This assumption
later proved false as he detailed that between the pieces he spoke to the audience about
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that were absent from his CD recording of the performance. I

questioned him on the relevance of the photos attached to the album and Aiden seemed
shocked. He did not realize I possessed a hard copy. Instead of answering the question, he
threw the question back at me, leaving me to struggle whether to direct the conversation
towards politics or answering the question in the same tone of denial he was exhibiting.
I could tell from the difficult conversation we were having that this trouble was
not a reflection of my interviewing skills but rather a reflection of Aiden's struggle with
his denial. I deduced that Aiden truly wanted to pay homage to Syria, but struggled with
his indoctrination to follow the regime blindly. His disillusionment that Syria was a plane
ride away found its way into the core of the struggle, Two years after the fact, I felt Aiden
still had not fully acknowledged the reality that his country was at war. His thoughts were
changing as censorship became a thing of the past. Aiden did not want to grasp onto this
concept because doing so would entail that he recognized the destruction and hardship
that the Syrian people have faced since the outburst of protests.
As he stated early in the interview, "Somebody who does abstract music like I do,
it's hard to judge whether the music has actually changed." Accordingly, it is hard to
judge how much a country has changed when one has been indoctrinated to believe that
such change is impossible. With his indoctrination that such change was impossible,
Aiden could continue to deny the destruction of his homeland. Thus, his speech would
continue to be ridden with contradictions until he accepted that his homeland was at war.
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Jvfason:70
Mason was raised in a small town along the border of Syria. He attended the
Damascus Higher Institute ofMusic with the intention oflearning more about his Middle
Eastern instrument. Upon arrival. he was given a Western instrument to learn. During
his education. Mason developed an interest in composition. The institution refused to
accommodate his interests and demanded hefocus on learning his Western instrument.
Upon completion ofhis degree. he enrolled ina composition program in Europe to
obtain his master's degree. He has resided in Europe since leaving Syria. In our
interview. he spokefreely about his critical thoughts regarding the regime and the
hardship the mass censorship brought to him as a child.
Mason shared a similar struggle with Aiden in that he too staunchly denied a
relation to the revolution. After exploring his compositional development, Mason relayed
to me that he did not write political music and therefore did not anticipate contributing to
the revolution's musical repertoire. The reasoning behind this point derived from his
compositional style. Mason was a composer of instrumental contemporary music in the
style of post-1950s experimentation with tonality and sound. His genre of choice was
electronic music but any newer genre would suffice for his compositional technique.
This affinity for contemporary music related to the revolution in that Mason
defined the revolution's music as strictly tied to popular genres. In his words, the
revolution was for "common people" and these "common people" were not prepared for
exposure to Western modern concert music. Rather, these people were preoccupied with
the intellectual capacities needed to succeed in their revolutionary efforts. Thus, easily
digestible pop songs were needed rather than cerebral instrumental compositions.
Mason's argument carried validity. That is, 1felt it carried validity until
contradictions began seeping into his speech. As Mason made his case for not composing
music for the revolution, he began discussing why Syrians were not readily accepting
modern music. Given the mass censorship of the country, Syrians never had the
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Mason, interview with author, fall 2013.
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opportunity to be properly exposed to Westem contemporary music. As Mason described
it, "Syrian society is behind the times by one-hundred years." The Syrian National
Symphony Orchestra played only works composed prior to 1900. Therefore, the country
did not know anything outside the realm of this instrumental music.
Prior to the revolution and in an effort to introduce modem concert music to
Syria, Mason and a small number of other musicians held performances of this music
throughout Syria. In his experience doing so, Mason found that the more rural, less
educated areas of Syria were most receptive to his music. With the mention of a less
educated class, Mason began narrating how the revolution started in a small, rural town
similar to the audiences that most enjoyed his music. He continued, "these people hold
the key to changing the mindset and bringing modemism back into the country."
Mason never connected the similar underlying ideas between his two thoughts
and did not acknowledge any relation between the two. This compartmentalized thinking
led me to question the intent of Mason's lack of revolutionary repertoire. If the common
class responded well to his music and held the keys of change in Syria given that they
began the revolution, then why wait until after the revolution to integrate modern music
into their palate?
Another contradiction seeped into the conversation as the self-identified apolitical
composer described his political piece. This piece was an electronic music work that
explored the intentions behind the War on Terrorism. Entitled "Gusts of
Transformations,"

the piece critiqued the war with its striking similarity to Pendercckis

"Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima." Mason viewed the war as an extension of the
colonization of the Arab World. Mason was a communist, therefore he viewed
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democracy as an overrated form of government. George Bush's insistence that the
Middle East adopt democracy as a superior means of governing led Mason to the
colonization rationale. While the points Mason made were valid, I could not help but
wonder if he was aware of the contradictions he was making with each statement.
From this statement, Mason and I delved into different topics in which he
maintained the ideas he was stating rather than contradicting himself. Near the close of
the interview, our conversation drifted back to the music of the revolution and Mason
disclosed information that took me by surprise: he was currently working on two
compositions for the revolution. The first composition was a string quartet that conveyed
his feelings towards the revolution. The second was a solo cello piece inspired by the
story of a cellist trapped inside Syria. The element from which Mason drew the most
inspiration was the musician's cello that was destroyed by a bomb dropped from the sky.
Unable to travel outside the country's borders, the student was left to stay inside Syria
with a destroyed cello and memories of the days before the violence broke out.
With a description of these songs, Mason continued to insist that they were not
revolutionary. Rather, they were inspired by the revolution-a

fact that placed them in a

separate category outside of "revolutionary" music. I struggled with Mason's denial as he
closed the conversation with another rant on the absurdity of the regime's reach. Mason
strongly vocalized his disdain for the government. Yet, he tangled himself with his own
words when speaking of the revolution's music. Mason stood as a unique character in the
realm of revolutionary composers in that his thoughts evoked the revolution but his music
supposedly did not evoke the same qualities as his thoughts.
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By the time of our interview, Mason had created a permanent residence outside of
Syria for nearly a decade. With this fact in mind, it was easy for Mason to acknowledge
his thoughts and in turn vocalize these thoughts without fear of repercussions given his
prolonged residence in a free thinking society. His music stood as a separate entity.
Thoughts conveyed the inner workings of Mason's mind, but his music embodied his
soul. By acknowledging the revolution's presence in his music, Mason would be
acknowledging that his homeland (while fighting for values that he sought while in Syria)
was in ruin. This acknowledgment would equate to recognizing his permanent residence
as his new home. That aspect was one that Mason struggled to grasp and therefore denied
in his music.

Fear Dictating Performances
On seldom occasions, artists were outwardly vocal about their ties to the
revolution. In interviews they openly criticized the regime and promoted awareness of the
actions of the regime (as opposed to promoting awareness but not linking the sufferings
to the actions of the regime). Yet these artists found a different type of censorship that
extended beyond the hands of the regime. This censorship was finding audience members
to support their art. The difficulty in giving concerts that are openly against the regime
lies in the fear that many potential audience members still possess fear to be linked to
such a performance. Without an audience, there is no performance and thus no method
for an artist to sustain his lifestyle or deliver a message.
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Oliver grew lip in Syria and was an active musician as a child-s-performing
various concerts as a child prodigy in his hometown. Oliver attended the Damascus
Higher institute of Music/or a briefperiod oftime before he becamefrustrated with the
lack ofproper instruction. Soon after, he left the conservatory and pursued a degree in
musicfrom a Western institution. Since completing his degree, he has resided in the
United States and openly spoken of the regime's brutality to those expatriates living in
the us. near him.
Oliver is an artist who does not fear the reach of the regime's brutality. In fact, in
my short time of interaction with Oliver, he seemed to challenge the regime's threats by
finding the most outlandish methods of displaying his dissatisfaction with the regime'S
governing capabilities. This antagonizing was most evident in Oliver's first album
released in aclmowledgement of the revolution. The album content was not the combative
component of the recordings but rather the symphony with which he chose to record his
album: the Russian Philharmonic.
This choice of symphony stood as a comical gesture. Throughout the UN's efforts
to intervene in Syria, Russia vetoed all of the major actions thus perpetuating the acts of
injustice at the hands of Assad.n By recording with the Russian orchestra, Oliver was
commenting on the partial responsibility of Russia for the sufferings of the Syrian people.
His political statement in this album was that while the dictators of the two countries can
infringe of the rights of their citizens, the people of these countries can defy them by
sending to the world a musical message embedded with ideas of freedom. The people
were agents of free thought despite the dictations of the government. When questioned on
the political nature of the music, Oliver confirmed that the album was ridden with
political statements down to the choice in orchestras.
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Oliver, interview with author, fall 2013.
Clinton, 449.
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Looking at how Assad was leaving his people distraught and in poverty, Oliver
decided to take action against such cruelty. This action was realized in the form of a
concert series in which all proceeds were given to the people of Syria inside the country
and inside the refugee camps. Unfortunately, Oliver knew that such a noble cause would
not attract an audience. Oliver's reputation in the Syrian expatriate community was that
of a brilliant musician, but expatriates were also apprehensive about his outspoken words
against the regime. Therefore, Oliver knew that in order to attract an audience he must
narrow his agenda to a cause that few Syrians could deny was noble: efforts to raise
awareness of and money for the suffering children in Syria.
Even with his amends, fear was still a chief concern of his audience members.
Before one of his performances that 1attended, I spoke to numerous audience members
that admitted their trepidation when purchasing the tickets. Each ticket held their names;
therefore their attendance of the concert could be traceable by the regime. Following
most statements such as this one were lists of friends who did not buy tickets for that very
reason. The only method in which people could conceal their name was to pay for tickets
with only cash. Yet, this method still had flaws given that someone in the audience could
be a shabbiha writing down all the names of those present. Therefore, the only method in
which one could prevent such association was to avoid the performances altogether. This
avoidance was at the detriment of the absent audience member who supposedly wished to
hear such a gem of native Syrian artists live.
At first glance, the fear of audience members seemed absurd as a researcher.
Analyzing this fear more seriously, it was warranted. The ears of the regime extended
past the borders of Syria. Loyal people to the regime exist in all corners of the world and
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make any expressions against the regime known back home. As seen in Ethan's story,
Assad ordered innocent people casually shopping in a store to be tortured. What would
stop Assad from torturing the family members of those supporting concerts against the
actions of the regime?
Oliver's fear did not exist for his personal selfbut rather for his audience
members. He amended his performances to concern only children in an effort to comfort
the Syrian expatriate community-a

gesture that many members admitted did ease their

fear. Of course, Oliver was secretly stating in his focus on children that children began
the revolution and held the keys to abolishing the fear of the people who resided in every
corner of the world. Unfortunately, his gesture shared a larger form of fear-the

fear of

audience members that dictated the nature of his performance. Thus, his message moved
from a political one to one that stated in order to succeed one must fight fear with a lesser
fear.

u
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Elijah grew up in a small town in Syria. Just as others had. he obtained a degree
from the Damascus Higher Institute ofMusic. Upon graduation. he pursued a career in
composition. but without a higher degree earned at a European conservatory. As a
composer. he explores the genre of electronic music and pairs this exploration with the
revival offolk songs.
When I first began researching his music, Elijah had listed on his website the little
knowledge he learned in his pursuit to become a musician as a result of the regime's
censorship.i" While this description was striking, it was not these descriptions that most

Elijah, interview with author, summer 2013.
Since my first research efforts, Elijah has changed the bio sections of his numerous social media pages.
Now, his descriptions detail his objectives and goals as an artist as well as his rich resume. This change can
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embodied his lack of fear but rather his chant album. The album largely consisted of
audio from chants that Elijah embedded into his songs. To embellish these chants, Elijah
composed melodies to accompany these borrowed audio snippets. The chants varied from
those in which the tempo changed to convey the adrenaline of night chants to larger
chants singing "how beautiful is the freedom" taken from protests in the square of Hama.
In the songs where the chants were not pre-recorded, Elijah conceived new melodies in
which popular Syrian revolutionary figures sang. The most prominent melody was one
that was not written by Elijah but rather one that was improvised by the singer over
Skype as bombs were dropped around the singer's dwelling. It was clear by the content of
his album that Elijah was just as outspoken about his opinions on the regime as Oliver
was.
Unfortunately, this openness against the regime did not last when he took his
music on tour. The general concepts behind his revolutionary album with his
revolutionary band were that this band accompanied revolutionary chants that had roots
in Syrian folk music. When Elijah took his band on tour, he created flyers that stated the
relation between the revolutionary nature of his band and the blend of Syrian folk music.
Yet, when the performances were placed on YouTube, the description emphasized the
traditional folk music and was void of the revolutionary spin. I was taken aback by this
sudden absence. Elijah was a revolutionary artist concerned with spreading awareness of
the regime's brutality with his music. Why then were his YouTube recordings not
conveying his ideas?

be credited to either his decision to present himself as a more mature artist or fear that has seeped into his
art since our discussion. This change will be explored in more detail later in Elijah's story.
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I cannot confirm the agenda his live performances took. However, based on the
audiences the videos depicted (which were young Syrians and Europeans), I can assume
Elijah may have vocalized his opinions of the government in his performances. In a
pursuit to build his audience, Elijah edited his performances directed towards the global
community, i.e., his YouTube performances in which anyone with uncensored Internet
access could watch. This editing was a product of his desire to build a larger audience.
Elijah did not have the advantage of Syrian popularity. Rather, he was a little-known
artist. Therefore, by basing his performances on his disdain for the government, Elijah
was losing the older generations that were not as progressive as the younger. In fact, they
viewed the younger generations' vocalizations against the regime as reckless. Therefore,
in order to extend his performances to the older generations, Elijah had to cater to their
fear.
Another component of Elijah's clear vocalizations against the government was a
documentary of his journey creating his revolutionary album. When I spoke to him, this
documentary was in its early stages of conception and the only finished product was a
teaser video for the project. He promised that the project would be finished soon. This
promise detailed a deadline of months prior to when 1 would begin writing my thesis.
Yet, in the spring of 20 15 the project in its entirety had not yet been released.
This slow process could be credited to Elijah's culturally flawed concept of
time." The more likely cause is Elijah's catering to the older generation. When 1 first
began interaction with Elijah, his online bios where ridden with disdain for the regime.
Now, these bios depict a mature artist concerned with preserving the folk music of Syria.
Elijah's entire online presence depicts an artist with few ties to the revolution's cause.
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The entirety of the documentary
for himself.

released would contradict

this image Elijah was creating

His name would be linked back to the revolution's

cause and thus he would

lose his hopes of gaining an older audience.
Elijah, just as Oliver, has been guided by his audience to amend the content of his
performances.

Yet, in contrast to Oliver, Elijah does not possess the broader recognition

of his work. Instead, he had to work at building a sizable audience.
the revolution's
members.

cause, Elijah denies himselfa

Therefore,

artist or sustaining
intentions

large portion of potential audience

Elijah is faced with the dilemma of expressing

his career monetarily.

as an artist for financial

By tying himself to

his true nature as an

Elijah chose the latter, thus trading his true

stability.

Silence
I found the most common
interview,

articulation

artists could continue to perfect their craft without fear of their words revealing

their true intentions.

The artists who chose silence rather than interviews

artists who did not respond to inquiries
actively

of fear from artists in silence. Without an

accepted

interviews

for interviews.

Rather, they are artists who

but could not commit to an interview time,

Syrians have a cultural stereotype

that in my experience

their poor concept of a time frame. This poor understanding
narrative

that Jonathan

seeing an advertisement

Shannon provides
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has had some validity:

is best illustrated

in a

in his work Among the Jasmine Trees. Upon

posted on a lamppost,

sparked his musical interests.

are not merely

Shannon attended a performance

Being an American

who did not know ofthc

The idea behind "Syrian time" will be explored in the next subsection.

that

culture's
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elastic perception of time, Shannon arrived promptly on time for the performance. To his
shock, the performers arrived to the stage an hour after the time listed on their
advertisement. The audience did not seem to carry any anger given the fact that they too
were just as late as the musicians. Once on stage, the musicians played into the late hours
of the night. One could sU1111ise
that these musicians were making up for lost time in their
tardy arrival, but in actuality they did not possess the Western cultural standards of
performances ending at a reasonable hour. The audience members encouraged this long
performance by cheering the musicians to continue their performance despite the time.76
In my experience as a researcher, this elastic perception of time or "Syrian time"
found itself in my scheduling for interviews. Most musicians struggled to set a hard date
for our discussion. Yet, when the conversation began and as they grew more comfortable,
interviewees would speak for hours. As one correspondent said as we were wrapping up
our phone conversation, "I've never spoken on the phone for this long." These longer
conversations correlated to their "Syrian time" in that once a Syrian reaches an event, it is
hard to get him or her to leave. The audience members did not want the musicians to
leave the stage, and my contacts did not want me to stop asking questions.
The Syrians whom I spoke with who kept me on the phone for hours on end were
usually the least talkative in the beginning. On the other side, the Syrians who I had the
most trouble with in the realm of interviewing were the Syrians who were the most
loquacious in our e-mail conversations. These musicians illustrated clear dissent in their
Internet postings and eagerly replied accepting my inquiries for interviews. Yet, when our
conversation turned to setting a time for an interview, their eagerness morphcd into

76 Jonathan Holt Shannon, Among the Jasmine Trees: Music and Modernity in Contemporary Syria
(Middleton, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2006),130-139.
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tentativeness. Either they did not confirm interview times or canceled them with the
promise of rescheduling. The examples of such cases neared the number of participants I
acquired. In each circumstance, there was a different excuse that prevented the musicians
from participating in my project.
One such case was Michael. Michael was an artist who had heavily outspoken
posts against the regime on his blog. His posts varied from his general hatred towards the
government to specific details such as how little he valued his Syrian education. Our
email conversations confirmed this feeling as he relayed to me how excited he was for
interviews given his stance. We set a date and I called him promptly at the time we
agreed upon. Unfortunately, his phone rang to voicemail. When he did not return my
missed call, I emailed him asking if we could set another time. Our conversation ended
with my emails inquiring about a new interview time.
Carter and Ryan were similar to Michael in that neither was interviewed by me
but unlike Michael the two never bothered to confirm a date. Carter, when asked for an
interview, denied his relation to Syria and directed me to a man who commissioned his
work. I detailed to Carter that my research efforts would be greatly improved upon ifhe
were able to convey to me his compositional process after a work was commissioned. His
reply directed me again to his patron and our conversation came to a close. On the other
side, Ryan eagerly acknowledged his ties to Syria-ties

that were not made through time

spent in the country or familial connections. When I asked for concrete times in which we
could have a phone conversation, however, Ryan never responded.
Silence was an integral part of my research and an element that I knew I would
experience before delving into the project. These cases of silence, however, were
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interesting. One could say these silences were a case of fear-fear

that their spoken rather

than written or sung words would jeopardize their safety. Spoken words in a conversation
could carry more weight than any indirect words if uttered to the wrong person. Others
may credit their silence to the culture's long history of silence as a key form of protest. In
silence, Syrians could think their thoughts privately and not have to publically articulate
ideas that were in accordance with the regime.
I, however, found their silence was a part of a larger picture: their determination
to continue their art's free interpretation. My inquiries for interviews included a condition
that the informants must explain the nature of their songs. Once explained, the
mysteriousness of the song's intent no longer existed. Ambiguity allowed the artist to
deny accusations that he resided on either side of the war effort; it allowed an artist to let
the listener decide the political tendencies of the song. By speaking of the true intent
behind the artist's lyrics, the artist was revealing which side of the battle lines the song
fell on. This revelation was not an aspect attractive to some artists.

Summary
The Syrian revolution created many new aspects of music yet to be seen in the
Syrian repertoire. Such aspects were the average civilians singing for freedom and the
technologically advanced professionals making music through a global effort. Yet, the
most commonly seen aspect was that of an artist ridden with fear. Fear was manifested in
the form of thoughts that conflicted with the indoctrination many Syrians faced as
children: words that conflicted with earlier statements in an effort to hide the fear and
skew the perception of the ideas behind them, audiences hesitantly participating as

,/
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viewers in the artist's efforts, and silence that held greater meaning than the
vocalizations. Through this fear, the goals of the oppressive regime were maintained
despite their losses in the battlefield against rebels. Fear was a key component of Syrian
culture, and abolishing that fear would take more than outward actions against the regime
in the form of street protests. Fear was a psychological component ingrained in their
being. To abolish it, new generations will have to come in which the fear was not
indoctrinated into their beings. Until then, musicians will continue to compose and
perform music that is embedded with fear.
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Afterward
At the end of each interview, I asked the same question: what do you see as the
future of Syria? Some met the question with profanities underneath their breath while
others whispered faint prayers. "I believe in the scripture," one of the latter expressed,

"that says the right [the rebels] will win.,,77 Another who said a silent prayer for the fate
of Syria before answering stated, "It's very difficult, I hope to see the revolution succeed
in the end ... [but] I'm not very optimistic.,,7R
The most memorable response was one respondent who lost color in his face
when I asked the question. He responded, "I don't see Syria in the future," and followed
that statement with, "There is no time for music ... there is no time to recover from each
tragedy because they're so many.,,79 As he uttered this last statement, he quickly caught
himself by saying that just because it is difficult to comprehend each tragedy due to the
vast numbers does not mean one should forget the bravery of each individual.
No one knows the definitive future Syria. As one respondent put it, "Syria
belongs to the people, not the Assad family," but that is all that she could predict in terms
of the future.Ro The one definitive aspect of Syria's story is the fear that dictates the
music. This fear manifests itself in various forms from utter denial to unclear words to
obscurity of agendas in order to attract an audience. Given the complex history that
describes the rule of the Assad family, this fear is justifiable.
Hafez Assad placed fear in the music of Syria by beginning with the music of
young school children. Children would arrive at their institution of learning and hear proBa'ath songs over the loud speakers. After a few hours of instruction-usually
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in a pro-Ba'ath bias-the

children went to their music class. In this class, they were only

taught songs that promoted the Ba'ath agenda. In cases where the school system was too
poor to provide a music instructor, the government replaced the music courses with
lectures on why the children should yield to the Ba'ath party. To close the school day, the
school children were dismissed from class early and encouraged to go to the town square
to sing pro-Ba'ath songs as their parents left work.
Hafez Assad also cleverly hid his agenda in music so that even professionals
could not avoid the pro-Ba'ath stance. This pro-Ba'ath stance is most clearly seen in the
Damascus Higher Institute of Music. At the conservatory, Assad ordered the musicians to
only learn Western instruments. This demand coincided with his desire to create a
Western symphony that would exhibit the grandiose nature of his rule. The combination
of the forced instrument switch and the poor instruction by Russian "scholars" yielded
artists whose growth was stinted by the rigorous demands. Thus, Assad prevented many
artists from reaching their full potential while at the conservatory.
With Hafez Assad's infiltration of music and Bashar Assad's continuance of that
infiltration, the fear and suppression found in the revolutionary music was justified given
the historical context. Yet, they seemed contradictory of the goals of the revolution: a call
for a society in which Syrians no longer fear oppression. Syrian revolutionary artists
attempted to hide fear underneath different layers. Some artists spoke ambiguous words
with double meanings; others denied any involvement with revolutionary music.
Moreover, sometimes the fear found itself dictating the performances of artists or leaving
them to chose silence over defense of their art. Thus, the historical context of Syrians'
fear paired with the brutal consequences of taking part in revolutionary music yielded a
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complex group of musicians unable to fully experience the freedom that the revolution
claimed to celebrate.

Regardless of the different types of fear, one aspect remains in constant with each
artist: bravery. Whether the artist openly accepts his resistance against the regime or
denies it, the bravery of each individual voicing dissent through music is undeniable.
Once again, artists do not directly refer to their bravery, just as they do not directly refer
to their open acts of dissent. Rather, they conceal their bravery under the shield of their
contributions to the revolution. One participant described his bravery or "contribution" by
stating, "It is my duty as an artist to protect Syrian melodies by incorporating them or
utilizing them in my compositions. I believe this is my way of rebuilding and preserving
my culture."SI Another described her bravery as synonymous with her career as a
musician. "Even if you don't dedicate a song," she elaborated, "you cannot help but carry
the weight of Syria in music." In this sense, she carried her acts of bravery into every
performance.
The revolution has created a community of wandering musicians looking for a
new home. "I never wanted to become and ex-patriot," one respondent stated as he
described his feeling of disorientation in his new culture: "All I want is to go backInshallah [God willing]."R2 This global community of displaced Syrians has created a

unique culture as they merge the traditions of their new places of safety with their own,
i.e., Europe, the United States, or a Middle Eastern safe haven. By assimilating into the
new culture, Syrians accept that their country may not be returnable for the remaining
duration of their lives. Yet their assimilation does not entail a complete loss of hope for

~1

~2

Unidentified informant, interview with author, fall 2013.
Unidentified informant, interview with author. summer 2013.
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the future of Syria. Along the same lines of all the participants, Inshallah, Syria's Civil
War will come to a close in the near future so that a new form of art can be created: a
form that permits total freedom of expression absent of an underlying fear of government
brutality.
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